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Introduction

Let R be a local Dedekind domain with the maximal ideal nR and the quotient ring K,

and let A = (Aij) be a tiledi?-order in (K)n (the fulln x n matrix ring over if) between (R)n

and (nR)n (i.e.,(R)nDA D (nR)n). In [2, Theorem], we have obtained a procedure of deter-

mining the link graph of A from the quiver of the i?/7ri?-algebra A =A/(nR)n. As noted in

[2, Remark (4)], there exist tiledi?-orders A and /"with the same link graph, but the quiver

of A=A/(nR)n is different from that of B=r/(nR)n. In this note, we shall clarify the rela-

tionship between such A and F, by proving the following

Theorem. Let A and F be basic tiledR-orders between (R)ttand (nR)n. Then the follow-

ing statements are equivalent.

(1) A is isomorphic with Fas rings.

(2) The link graphs of A and F are equal except for the numbering of the vertices.

(3) F= uAu~l for some regular element u e (R)n.

It should be noted that the main part of the proof of the theorem follows from purely

graph theoretic facts and that the result is surprisingly simple. After proving the main

theorem, we shall consider the number of Ay's with Aij=nR and characterize hereditary

basic tiledi?-orders. Finally, we shall add some examples.

We shall use the same definitions and notations as in [21.

1. Some graph theoretic results

Let Q= (Q.0, Q.1,d, r) be a quiver satisfying the conditions:

(Al) There is at most one arrow between any two vertices.

(A2) Q, has no loops and no oriented cycles.

Let S) = S)(Q.) (resp. (R = 6l(Q.)) denote the subset of Q,o consisting of non-domains

(resp. non-ranges) in Q,.Since Q. has no loops and no oriented cycles, S)^<t> and (R^<t>.

Then, from Q,,we can construct a new quiver Q,= (Qo, Q,i,d, r) satisfying (Al) as follows:

Q.q―Q.0 and ae^i if and only if aeQi or else d{a) eS) and f{a) e(R. We consider Q, as a
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subquiver of Q.

It should be noted that there are quivers Q,, Q,'satisfying (Al), (A2) and Q,=Q,', but

q.^0.' (cf. [2, Example 2.3]).

Let Q,'= (Q,o, Q,i,d', r') be another quiver satisfying (Al), (A2) and Q,=Q.', and put

S)'= 3)(Q') and (R'= 6l(Q'). We shall study some relationship between Q and Q,'.

Lemma 1. Suppose that Q,=£§,'.Then,

(1) 3)f＼£>'= 4>and(Rr＼(R'=4>.

(2) IfieD andje(R, then i-*jeQ.[ and i^j.

Proof. (1) Assume that there is ie3)f)3)'. For each;e(R, there is i^jeQ,1 = Q,{.

Since ieS)', there are no arrows in Qa starting from /.Hence necessarily je(R'. So 6lC(R'.

Similary 61'c (R. Hence (R = 61'.In a similar way, we obtain 2)=2)'. Thus we conclude that

Q,= Q.',a contradiction. Therefore S)C＼S)'= 4>.A similar argument shows (J?fS(R'= </>.

(2) Let /e£) and je6t. Then, there is /-^; in Q.i= Q,{.If there is no i-*j in Q,i, then

necessarily ieS)' and;e 61'which contradict to (1). Therefore i-+jeQ.'i and so /=£/by (A2).

Lemma 2. L^/> be a path from j toi in Q,=Q,' with ieDandjeffi' (orieS)' andje6l).

Then p is in Q,if and only if p is in Q,'.

PROOF. Suppose that p is in Q, and not in Q,'. Then there exists a e Q,i such that a ap-

pears onp, d'(a)e3)' and r'{ct)e(R'. When ieS) and;etf?', it follows from Lemma 1 (2)

that there is an arrow d'(a)-v'e<3.i. Then Q,has an oriented cycle ./'-≫･ >ct(a), which con-

tradicts to (A2). When ieS)' andieCR, there is an arrow i-*r'(a) eQ,i and so /(<*)-≫ *i

is in Q,, a contradiction. Therefore, in each case, if p is in Q,, then ^ is in Q,'. A similar argu-

ment shows the converse.

Put S = {i e Q,o I there exist be 61' and aeS) such that / occurs in the path from b to a in

QW Note that ie5 whenever ie(R'(~)3).

Lemma 3. Letp be a path from j toi in Q,=Q,'. Assume that either(1) ieS andjeS or (2)

i0 S andjZS. Then p is in Q, if and only if p is in Q,'.

Proof. (1) There exist b＼,b2e6i' and ax, a2e3) such that / (resp. j) occurs in some

path of Q, (and Q,',by Lemma 2) from bi (resp. b2) to a,＼(resp. a2). Thus we obtain a path

p':b2-^ /-*■ *i~*'''~~*&＼m Q.- Hence by Lemma 2, p is in Q,<*p' is in Q,&p' is in

Q.'<*p is in Q,'.

(2) Suppose that p is in Q,'and not in Q,.Then there is a e 3) which occurs in p. By (A2),

we can take be(R' such that there is a path b-* ■･･ -*jin Q,'ory=&. Thus we obtain a path

&-≫･ >;-* >≪in Q,'and so in Q, by Lemma 2. Hence jeS, a contradiction. If p is in Q,

and not in Q', we can similarly deduce ieS, a contradiction. This completes the proof.
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Lemma 4.(1) IfieS andj £S, then there is a path from j toi in Q,and no paths from j to

i in Q,'.

(2) IfifSS and j e S, then there is a path from j to i in Q' and no paths from j toi in Q.

Proof. (1) Since ieS, there is a path b-* >i-> >a in Q, with be(R' and aeS).

Take a path }-*■･■■-*x in <$.'with xeS)' (or y=#). Then #£<§by Lemma 1 (2). Hence

j-* >x is in Q, from Lemma 3 (2). Since xeS)' and &e(R', JC-^^eQ,! from Lemma 1 (2).

Thus we obtain a path j-* >x-*b-* n in Q,.

Assume that there is a path from j to ?in Q,'.Take a path jy-> "iin Q,'with ^ e (R'

(or j=y). Since /->･･ -^a is in Q.' by Lemma 2, we obtain a path

jy_s,..._*y->... ^/_*... _s.ttjn q^'an(j so jn q^ Hence jeS, a contradiction.

(2) is proved by a similar way.

Though the following proposition deviates from the main subject, we state it here

along the above results (cf. [2, Proposition 2.41).

Proposition 5. LetQ, and Q,'be quivers satisfying (Al), (A2) and Q=Q'.IfQ.is discon-

nected, then Q = Q'.

Proof. Let 1L and V be subquivers of Q, such that Q,= % U V (i.e.,there are no arrows

between the vertices of % and those of V). Since 11 and V also satisfy (A2), there are

ieiloHS) and jeVof)<R. Take *ed?' and.ye£>' such that there are pathspx＼x^> n (or

i=x) and P^-j-*- ■■~*y(ory^j') in Q,'.It follows from Lemma 2 that px and^>2 are in Q,.

Hence %e^0 andj'e'Vo- Sincere3)' and*etf?', it holds that Q,= Q/ by Lemma 1 (2). This

comnletes the oroof.

2. Proof of the theorem

Since (1)=≫(2) and (3)=*(1) are clear, we shall prove (2)=* (3). Let Q.=Q.(A) and

Q,'= Q,(B) be the quivers of i?/7ri?-algebras A=A/(nR)n and B=r/(nR)n respectively.

Since A and .Tare basic tiledi?-orders between (R)n and {nR)n, Q, and Q.'satisfy the condi-

tions (Al) and (A2). It follows from [2, Theorem] that the link graph of A is given by Q,.

Using a permutation matrix in (R)n if necessary, we may assume Q=Q'. Let S denote

the set {ieQ,o＼i occurs in some path from b to a or i=b=a for some be6i' and aeS)}, and

Hpfinp

≪= j

≪i 0

0 un

)

where U;=

f

.

if i£S

if ieS

(l^i^n)

Then, using the followinglemma and Lemmas 3, 4,itis easilyverifiedthat F=uAu 1.

Lemma 6. There is a path from j toiin Q,(A)if and onlyif Aij=R.
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Proof. It is well-known that there is a path from j to i in Q,(A) iff etAe^O. Since

Aij=R iffeiAej&O, the lemma is proved.

One could give a direct proof of the lemma as an elementary excercise (cf. [2, Lemma

2.2]).

3. The number of Ay's with Aij=nR

Let A = (Aij) be a tiledi?-order between (R)n and (nR)n, and let d(A) denote the

number of Arfs with Aij=nR.

Corollary 7. Under the same assumption of the theorem,if A is isomorphic with r,

then d(A)=d{T).

Proof. This followsfrom the definitionof u in the proof of the theorem.

Of course, the converse of the corollarydoes not hold (see Example 11),however, we

should note the following proposition.A part of it follows from [3],but we shallgive

another proof in our context.

Proposition 8. Let A = (An) he a basic tiledR-order between (R)n and (nR)H, and put

A=A/(nR)n. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) A is hereditary.

(2) Q.(A) is given by i＼-*i2-* >4-

(3) // i±j, Aij=R iffAji=nR.

(4) d(A)=nln-l)/2.

PROOF. (1) =>(2) (cf. [3, Appendix, Theorem]) Since the link graph of A is connected

(cf. [2, Remark (2)]), it follows from [5, IV] (or [4, Prop. 11]) and [1, §2] that the link

graph of A is given by a cycle. Hence, by [2, Theorem], Q.(A) is given by i＼-*i2-* *in.

(2)=≫(1) This follows from [2, Example 3.3].

(2) =≫(3) This follows from Lemma 6.

(3) =≫(2) By Lemma 6, for any i&j, there is a path in Q.C4) from i to j or else j to /.

Hence Q.(A) is connected. If there were arrows j＼-*i*-j2(ii^) in Q,(^4)i,then there would

be a path, e.g., ji~+ >j2in Q.(A), which would contradict to ji-*ieQ,(A)i. Therefore

Q.(A) is given by h-*^-* "h-

Since A is basic, if i^j and A{j=R, then Aji=nR. Hence d(A)^n(n-l)/2. Hence

(3)4=>(4)holds.

4. Examples

We shalllistsome examples to which we shallapply the above results.
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Example 9. Let

' R R nR nR nR

nR R nR nR nR

A= R R R R nR

nR R nR R nR

^
R R nR R R

Then the quiver Q(A) and Q(B) are given by respectively

n7*

f. >5

1 4

.

V

and 3

5 2

Hence, by [2, Theorem], the link graphs of A and F are given by respectively

＼7

0 0 10 0^

0 0 0 0 1

0 10 0 0

0 0 0 10

10 0 0 0.

and<S={3,4, 5}. So put

u" =

1

0

4

and

1

I i

5

< 4

/ ＼
>
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and A' = u'Au l. Then A' and F have the same link graph

1

= u'u"

0

0

0

0

n

0

0

n

0

0

10 0"

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 n 0

0 0 0.

Then r=uAu~＼

There are tiledi?~orders with the same link graph, but they are not isomorphic.

Example 10. Let
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H
R nR nR

nR R nR

nR R R
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)

and r=l

Then the link graphs of A and F are given by

Q

But A is not isomorphic with F.

Example 11. Let

R nR nR nR

R R nR nR

R

R

jiR

nR

R

nR

nR

R

2

R

nR

R

nR

nR

R

R

R

nR

nR

R

nR

3

nR

nR

nR

R

R n2R n2R

n2R R nR

n2R R R

)

R

R

R

nR

nR nR nR

R nR nR

R R nR

nR nR R

Then for each i=l, 2, 3,d(A{)= 9 and the quiver Q,(Ai)where Ai=Ai/(nR)i is given by

resoectivelv

2 3

1

1

4

1^3^2^4 and 1^2-^3 4.

Moreover gl.dim A＼=2, g＼AimA2='S and gl.dim/t3= oo(cf.[2,§3]).Hence these are

mutually non-isomorDhic.
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